Hartley Committee Attacks 301 in Anti-Union Campaign

The Hartley Labor Committee directed its drive to smash trade unionism against 301 in the West. Officers of the local and area unions were summoned Monday at a hearing in the Bakersfield post office meeting and today before a sub-committee headed by John Rinker, of the 301 Department.

Two Grinders Promoted

Reputedly, the grave promise in the past few months by the United States Department of Justice of investigation against 301 in the West and the killing by the federal officials of the Crooks, Mauro, and Mauro committee.

You are required to register personally in these offices or at the Home Office in Los Angeles.

In general, small plants of less than 500 employees are not covered. The Act gives the federal government the right to do what the states have done and have done well. The state government has not been given the power to do anything. City and state officials have been given the power to do what the states have done and have done well.

This week was not a good one.

Don't Miss Gaeth

Ajax News will be translated into a new, more readable issue. The first issue of the new issue will be in the next few weeks. The second issue of the new issue will be in the next few weeks.

This is the Type Man Investigating Local 301

More than a dozen local chapters of the United Mine Workers were formed in the past few weeks. The local chapters have been formed in the past few weeks. The local chapters have been formed in the past few weeks. The local chapters have been formed in the past few weeks. The local chapters have been formed in the past few weeks.

Government Falls

To Revive Charges

C. E. Jackson, General Vacuum of the United Mine Workers, was arrested Wednesday in Santa Ana, Calif., for refusing to obey a summons to appear before a federal grand jury.

Voted for Talmage Law

In 1947 Talmage voted for the Talmage Bill, which permitted the sale of alcohol in the city of Los Angeles. This vote was against the wishes of the local chapter of the United Mine Workers, which was formed in the past few weeks.
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Statement of Board On Michael Tedesco

The Board of Directors of the National Electrical Manufacturers Association has fired its former president, Michael Tedesco, in a surprise move that has rocked the industry. Tedesco, who was named the CEO of the association in 1980, had been under pressure for months due to allegations of misconduct.

Community Chest Campaign Opens

The United Way of the District of Columbia has opened its 1984 campaign, which aims to raise $15 million for local charities.

CE Reaches Out for Company Union

General Electric has announced plans to form a company union, a move that has sparked concern among employees and industry observers.

They've Gone on Duty as 301 Shop Stewards

Several of the nation's largest unions have announced they will be sending shop stewards to the 301 office to represent employees.

GE Attorney Removed From Harley Hearing

A federal judge has removed a General Electric attorney from a case involving the company and the National Labor Relations Board.

Hartley for Repeal

Hartley Alvey, a long-time opponent of the Taft-Hartley Act, has announced his candidacy for the office of the Secretary of Labor.

Continuous Process

A new continuous process for the production of electronic components has been developed, allowing for increased efficiency and reduced waste.
**Peterson Accuses Kersten Of Trying to Smush Union**

301 Officers Defend UC Constitution

**ANDREW PETESEN**

Kersten, in a letter addressed to President Kersten, is quoted as saying, "I feel that the union is trying to smush the constitution by trying to get rid of the 301 officers." Kersten also gives examples of ways in which the union has tried to smush the constitution, such as by trying to get rid of the 301 officers.

**Vottis Splatters Red Paint Freely**

Vottis, the red paint splatter, was seen in the streets of the city. The red paint splatter was seen in the streets of the city.
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